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Facts Jn
Review
;:;.By STAN COAtESm
INTRODUCTION This " column,
unlike the late Senator Borah, does
not claim to have any "inside infor-
mation". More like Will Rogers, "I
only know what I read in the paper".
The purpose of this column is to
provide a review""of the week's news,
and follow the trend of the
.
world-shapin- g
events. '
THURSDAY, APRIL- - 10 US.
takes over defense of. Greenland . . .
German advances continue in Bal-
kans and North Africa. British of-
ficers' admit speed of drives took them
by surprise.
FRIDAY U. S. rushes troops and
supply ships to Greenland . . . .
F. D. R. withdraws Red Sea from com.
bat zone. Allows American ' ships to
carry munitions around Africa,
through Red Sea, up to Suez . . .
Hungary. - f Nazi-controlle- d) - invades
Yugoslavia to regain land lost after
World War. Berlin predicts Yugo-
slav collapse in 48 hours.
SATURDAY German advance
continues in Greece . . . Ford strike
settled ,
.
. , American Export Line
prepares to send ships to Suez.
SUNDAY Greeks claim Nazis
driven back . . . Angelic Russia re-
bukes Hungary for the dastardly deed
of grabbing a neighbor's territory . . .
Hitler and Mussolini exchange Easter
telegrams.
.
; MONDAY "' Japan and Russia
participate in- - the current fad and
sign a neutrality pact . . . Axis troops
retake Bardia, Solium, and Capuzzo
. . . U. S. supports Danish minister
who refuses to obey a recall order
from Nazi-controlle- d Copenhagen.
TUESDAY New draft registra-tio- n
planned to catch youths just
turned 21 . . . British in Greece re-
treat to "new strategic defense posi-
tions" . . . Denmark voids U. S.-
Greenland pact.
WEDNESDAY F. D. R. asserts
U. S. will protect its ships outside
of combat zones . . . London dis-
patch says Nazis have broken eastern
British-Greec- e flank ; . . Violent
earthquake in Mexico . . . Thousands
killed.
Lamborn Chooses
Color "Day Court
Miss Ruth' Lamborn of Arlington,
Va'., the May Queen of 1941, today
announced the members of her court
and her attendants. Members of the
' court are: Jean Anne Cotton, Lois
Grove, Jean Hudson, Barbara ' Mc-Conne- ll,
Peggy Bamford, Margaret
Sherrard, Mary Ann Riddle, Betty
Dodds, Johu Hess, Clarence Bailey,
Paul Stewart, Alexander Drysdale,
Robert Haring, Roger Stoneburner,
Warren DeBolt and Paul Gruber.
The heralds are: Celia .Retzler and
Becky Hostetter. -- The maid of honor
will be Eleanor Rogers. The children
who will act as train bearers and flow-
er girls are: Judy' Young, Mimi Grae-be- l,
Stewart Wright and 'Billy Schreib-er- .
.
On the eve of the Color Day pag-
eant, May 9, a dinner-danc- e will be
given by the queen for her court and
her guests of honor. Larry Grayson
will provide the music for the dance.
The dinner will be held at the Woos-
ter Country Club. Special guests of
Charles F. Wishart, Dean Rachel Mac-Kenzi- e,
Dean and Mrs. William R.
Westhafer and Dean and Mrs. John
Bruere.
John Rood Presents
Wood-Carvin- g Show
A show of wood carvings by John
Rooiof Athens, Ohio, is on exhibi-
tion in Taylor 205 and will remain
there until April 30. The gallery is
open from 4:30 to 9:00-p.m- . daily
except Sundays.
Mr. Rood is a printer and although
he has had no formal art training,
he carves and writes in his spare time.'
Gothic medieval sculpture and the
work of Barlach, a German sculptor,
have greatly influenced his efforts.
Rood likes to work with materials
at hand, which accounts for his. liking
.
of wood, and the use of simple human
forms.. His intention is the expression
,
of an idea in highly simplified form
The exhibition in Taylor contains
pieces from Rood's recent show in
New York, and examples of his styles
and periods, beginning with decora-
tive, smooth works and advancing to
.
ones like -- Johnny Appleseed and the
" " " "'"Thbir Singer '"". "-
Wooster Mourns
Sudden Death of
BM!OaFcock"
B E 8ABCOCJZ
Birt E. Babcock, member of trie
Board of Trustees of the College of
(
Wooster and donor of Babcock hall,
'fdied suddenly at his home in Phelps,
New York, Monday, April 7, at the
age of 71. ,
t
-
-
Mr. Babcock was born -- in 'Clyde,
Ohio, May 20r 1870. He graduated
from Clyde high school in 1889 and
received his-A.BandMAd- egreei
from the College of Wooster in 1893
and 1894 respectively. He was a stu-
dent at the Lane Theological Seminary
in Cincinnati from 1896 to 1898 and
farmed and worked in a kraut factory
in Clyde for the next two years.
He became secretary of the Empire
State Pickling Co., of Phelps, in 1901,
advancing to the vice-president-secretarys- hip
.in '1907, and to the presi-
dency in 1918. He has held that of?
flee since then. Mr. Babcock was the
operator of seven factories and . is
recognized as the world's largest kraut
manufacturer. He was a member of
thejiochester Chamber of Commerce
and director of the National Bank of
Phelps.
Among his morejrecent gifts to the
school are the Scotch kilties, bought in
the fall of 1939, a Steinway piano for
the chapel, and 5,000 to be used as
a special scholarship fund.
Mr. Babcock has no living relatives,
having lost his wife in 1939.
Frosh Apprentices
Stage "Sunkissed"
"Harmony Hall" is the setting for
some very unharmonious doings in
"Sunkissed," the freshman appren-
tices' play which will be presented at
Taylor ' hall,- - Saturday, April -- 1 9, at
8 p.m. Arthur Kaltenborn of 'the
speech department is directing the
play.
Humphrey, played by Walter
Krumm, is conducting Harmony Hall
as an experiment in' California, and
it brings together a group of char-
acters from all walks of life including
a writer who dreams her plots, Emadel
Daniels, and a professional blood don-
or, George Rogers.
This conglomeration lives together
in "harmony" until a birthday party,
and. a little "heavy" punch destroys
the calm and peace. After trials and
tribulations and a great deal of com-
edy, everyone in the play is temporar-
ily satisfied and. the comedy rolls to
a merry end."
The cast includes: Ruth Rohra-baug- h,
John Bathgate, Walter Krumm,
Emadel Daniels, George Rogers, Eloise
Smith, June Stanley, John Stalker,
Ray Gillman,' Larry Wright, Nancy
Robinson, Ellen Vaugh, and Harriet
Huss.
No reserved seat tickets are to be
sold. Members of the dramatic club
will have charge of the advance sale
while tickets will also be on sale at
the box office on the opening night.
Admission is 25 cents.
Seniors Purchase Robes
Seniors may purchase mortar boards
and gowns in the college book store
at any time, according to an art-nouncem- ent
by' Miss Bertha Uhlen-dor- f.
Gowns may be rented from now
until commencement time for a nom-
inal sum. Seniors must begin weartr
their , graduation costumes in chapel
the hrst rriday in May,
j Statement of Policy
The 1941 '42 Voice staff intends to' pursue a much more
vigorous editorial policy than has been the custom of the
.
'.,--
,
.paper-i- n thepast." - - -
We. ainuJO-Jiel-p; formulate and 4jrecttudentj)pinion
rather than to Be "merely an 6rgariof itS "expressionrWhen-contraversi- al.
issues xarise, we shall not evade them either by :
.
ignoring the facts or by begging the question, but rather shall
present a clear cut declaration of our policy.
Being fully aware of the general apathy which pervades
the student body, we shall endeavor to stimulate interest in
campus affairs both thrbugh our news and editorial columns.
Frequently those students elected to responsible positions
on the campus have forgotten too soon after election the duties
which their newly assumed offices entail. It will be our policy
to keep ever in their minds their obligations to those who
elected them.
We shall not deliberately attack the policies of the
administration unless we feel that they are not to the best
interests of the student body. However, we will give praise
where due. -
Realizing that there are many imperfections existing on
the Wooster campus, we shall pursue a policy of liberal refor-
mation even though it may conflict with established precedents.
Impartiality will be our watch-wor- d. We shall attempt
to give fair and unbiased coverage to each campus organization
and project.
Four Have Leads
In May Pageahl
John Bathgate, Rolland
.
Rhatz,
Eleanor Leach, and Virginia Lee have
been given the principal roles in
Wooster'
-
thirty -- first
. annuaL Color
Day pageant entitled "In a Persian
Market" written by Betty Dodds and
Alice Forman. The pageant preceded
by the crowning of Miss Ruth Lam-
born as May Queen will be held on
May 10. '
Cast Chosen
.The entire cast was chosen at an
organization meeting held Saturday,
April 12 in Babcock lounge. All .those
in attendance at the meeting were
given a brief description of the pag-
eant and of the various music and
i
dance themes to be used.
Alladin will be portrayed by John
Bathgate, The Sultan by Roland Ratz,
Scheherazade by Eleanor Leach, and
the Princess by Virginia Lee.
, The cast for the magician dance is:
Barbara Haas, Betty Py, Betty Hal-loc- k,
June Whitmer, Eleanor Ehrman,
Helen Phillips, Margaret Freidlinger,
Margaret Ahrens, Wilma Billman,
Elaine- - Lucas, Loa Russell, Elizabeth
fGeer and Ruth Kress. Those who will
act as "thieves" are: William Joseph,
George Koch, John Stalker,- - John
Smeltz, George Mulder, Rudolph Ma-zore- k,
Robert Bricker, Elmer Stratton
and Frederick Pfouts.
Kay Bigger, Connie Clark, Annarie
Peters, Gloria Parker, Jane Menold,
Martha Stark, Catherine Helbig, Alice
Shreve, Betty Hewitt, Ruthmary
Woolf , Lois Wilson, Lenore Dunlap,
Betty Steiner and Kay Smith will
dance as Alladin's slaves.
Those making up the court of the
Princess are: Barbara Woodward,
Marjorie Rydstorm, Marie Aenis, Vir-
ginia Beifus, Elizabeth R, Baker, June
Stanley, Bets Ponds and Charts Lewis.
The Merchants are: Charles Estejxf
hay, James Pope, Ralph Miller, Henry
Miller, William Koran, Gordon Gray,
Russell Haley, Willard Mershon and
Richard Caton.
The Beggars are: Martha Diven,
Eleanor Webster,. Virginia Clark,
Pauline Brannon, - Louise , Remesch,
Helen Trunick, Helene Leonard, Jean
Mclntyre, Betty Baker, Patricia Welsh,
Katherine Comptori, Ellen Cole, Grace
Agricola, Margaret Baysor and Nancy
Lamy.
A special bulletin board at the en-
trance to Kauke hall will inform all
members of the cast and production
staff of practice times and other im
portant news concerning the pageant.
Dunlap, Bean and Lessing
Are New Forum Officers
.
At a special meeting held prior to
spring vacation in. the
.
Senate room
of Kauke the officers of Sunday Eve-
ning
a
Forum for the coming year were
elected. The new officers are: Robert
Dunlap, president; Jim Bean, vice-preside- nt;
and Robert Lessing, secretary-t-
reasurer.
'
The outgoing officers are: Jim
fJJiiwPfiesident; Jm ; Bird,yice4
president and Billie Rhoads, secretary- - ft
1
treasurer.'- - - 1
Students' Concert
Includes Classics
Students of the music department
presented one of their bi-month- ly re-citalsJn-thehapeLM- Qriday,
Apr. 14.
The program included four piano se-
lections and one for voice. At the
pianoWere Jdarilyn
.
Eccles, playing
Chopin's "Waltz in D flat"; Rachel
Shobert Chopin's "Impromptu, Op.
29, No. 1"; Rebecca Perkins, Allegro
movement of Bach's "Italian Con-
certo"; and Grace Ohki, Schuman's
"In the Night". Dorothy Braid sang
"My Love is Like a Red Rose" by
Rogers.
Two freshman girls, Rachel Shobert
and Elizabeth Geer, Were among the
four local participants of the week-
ly college radio broadcast from Can-
ton, Saturday, April 12.
The program was opened by a
Chopin "Polonaise", played by Rachel
Shobert, and was followed by Chopin's
Opus No. 8 for string trio. .The trio
was composed of Elizabeth Geer,
piano1, Prof. Stanley Davis, cello, and
Ruth Ihrig,' violin. Miss Ihrig, a post
graduate student, concluded the -- program
with Bach's "Air for the G
String".
These programs are presented each
Saturday at 1 1 :45 a.m. by student and
faculty-membe- rs of - the : college.
W. S. G. A. Sees New
Presidents Installed
New officers of the Women's Self-Governme- nt
Association were installed
Tuesday, April 15, during women's
chapel.' Martha McCreight and Celia
Retzler were inducted into the offices
of administrative and judicial heads
respectively. They both gave short
talks concerning their future policies.
Lois Barr, retiring administrative
president, gave a brief resume of the
activities of WSGA during the past
hrear. -
Phoebe Houser, Jean Carroll, Al-fre- da
Gabriel, and Erdine Maxwell,
the retiring board, were replaced by
Margaret Stewart, Helen Hibbs, Betty
Lockwood, and Louise Stewart. . '
Y. M. Chooses West
As Future President
Bob West, president, John Bathgate,
vice-presiden- t, John Smeltz, secretary,
and John Blank, treasurer, are the
newly elected officers of the Y.M.CA.
for the coming year'..
Plans are already under way for
1941-4- 2 and Bathgate has been dele-
gated
.
to shoulder the responsibility
of assigning big and little brothers.
Those who desire little brothers should
see hjm by May 20. Assignments will
be made during the summer.
West and Bathgate will attend a con-
ference at Ohio Wesleyan, April 19
and 20, in which several courses and
seminar will be offered. Purpose of
the conference is to get acquainted
and promote fellowship. Frank
Thatcher, '39, will lead one of the
discussions.
It has been decided that next year
the freshman Y will meet weekly and
'hopper-clas- s Y semi-monthl- y.. It is
also hoped that joint meetings with
the Y.W.CA. can be arranged.... r
Wilder and
NewWooster
A)
-
BOB WILDER
Miss Little Picks
New Headwaiters
Jim VitellaV Jim Bean, Les Thomas,
Cal Dagg, and Cameron Satterthwaite
will assume their new duties as head-waite- rs
in college dormitories at the
noon meal on Wednesday, May 21,
according to Miss Mabel Little, Di
rector of Dormitories. At that time
37 seniors, 13 in Kenarden, 8 in Bab-
cock, 1 2 in Holden, and 3 in Hoover,
will be released from duty for the re-
mainder of the school year.
Vitella will ' become headwaiter in
Kenarden dining hall after serving
this year as assistant headwaiter. His
assistants will be DeLoss Baun and
Luther Hall. Bean will be in charge
of upper Holden, 'Thomas in lower
Holden, Dagg in- - Hoover, and Sat-
terthwaite at Babcock, where he was
assistant this year. Retiring headwait
ers are Craig Fabian, Warren DeBolt,
Bob Haring, Lee Culp, and Alex
Drysdale.
The 1941 training school for new
headwaiters will take place May 12,
13, 14, and 15, in Miss Little's office
and will be administered by Miss
Little - and her staff
.-
-It- will include
lectures, assigned outside readings, and
examinations. The new waiters will be
trained on May 18,, 19, and 21.
., At 9 o'clock on the morning of Sat
urday, May 17, in the Kenarden din-
ing hall, Miss Little, Dean John Bru-
ere and Art Murray, director of stu
dent aid, will speak to all the workers
and waiters. They will give general
instructions and advice. Board jobs for
the coming year will be announced at
some unfixed date early in May.
Seniors Begin Color
Day Play Rehearsals
"Importance of Being Earnest",
written by Oscar Wilde, will be the
annual Color Day play, according to
Dr. Delbert Lean, head ok the speech
department. It will be -- presented in
Scott auditorium on May 9 and 10.
Since an all-seni- or cast has been chos-
en, the play will be put on again for
the senior class play, June 14.
The cast includes James Wise- - as
Jack Worthington; Art Pocock, Al
gernon Moncrieff: Wayne Lykes. Rev.
Canon Chasuble, D.D.; Bob Thomas,
Lane, a servant; Billie Rhoades, Lady
Bradnell; Marilyn Johnston, Honor-
able Gwendolyn Fairfax; Beth Boyer,
Cecily - - and -Cardew; Martha Wylie,
Miss Prism, governess. Rehearsals have
already begun.
Y.W.CA. Installs Heads
The annual installation of officers
took place at the Y.W.CA meeting
Wednesday, April 16. The officers
for next year are as follows: President,
Jean Ann Cotton; vice - president,
Marnie Thomas; secretary, Jane El-
liott,, and
.treasurer JaneMejnold.
McCarley
DON McCARLEY
Music Club Gives
'Nineties' Program
According to Jim Wise, master of
ceremonies ,a colorful, gala "Gay
Nineties" program will be given at the
Fortnightly music club meeting, Mon.
day, April 21, at the Conservatory.
A portion of the program will be
devoted to members giving their ver-
sion of the old familiar tunes of the
"Gay-Nineties-
", and will includea
sextet of mixed voices. Mrs. Daniel
Parmelee will furnish special piano
numbers, "Narcissus" and "Hearts
and Flowers." All will participate in
the grand finale, a cake-walk- ,- held to
the tune of "Rufus Brown". A cake
will be awarded to the winner.
Costuming will be used in the pro-
gram. Singers will be June Whitmer,
Barbara Hogg, Lois Lambie, Elisa-
beth Lorson, Virginia WitzIer,John
Bone, James Casserly, Paul Gruber,
Paul Parmelee, and Charles Sommert.
Donna Jeanne Gault will be pianist.'
Met Opera Draws
200 Woosterites
l"Die Walkure'VTaust" and
"Rigoletto" 'attract over 200 Wooster-
ites to the Metropolitan opera at the
Cleveland Public Auditorium, this eve-
ning and Saturday of this week, April
17 and 19. This is the largest number
of Wooster attendants in sixteen sea-
sons of Metropolitan opera. These par-
ticular operas, for which there will be
busses leaving the college, are re-
nowned for their melody and spectac-
ular actions.
Wagner's ''Die Walkure", the first
of a trilogy, will be sung by an all-st-ar
cast of unusual brilliance. Appear-
ing will be Lauritz Melchoir as Sieg-mon- d;
Kirsten Flagstad as Bruenn-hild- e;
Emanuel List, Hundig; and
Rose Bampton, Sieglinde; Julius
Huehn as Wotan, the omnipotent god.
Huehn is a Clevelander who has been
with the Metropolitan Opera Com-
pany for only a short time.
Starring in Gounod's "Faust" will
be Charles Kullman as Faust; Ezio
Pinzo, Mephistopheles; Richard Bon-ell- i,
Valentin; and Helen Jepson,
Marguerite. " "
"Rigoletto", grand opera in four
acts, by Verdi, features the outstand-
ing Lawrence Tibbett as Rigoletto,
Josephine Tuminia as Gilda, and
Bruno Landi as the duke. - -
Busses for Cleveland will stop for
those who have purchased bus tickets
in - front of the Conservatory and
Holden at 3:30 p.m. Thursday, and
at 11:30 a.m. on Saturday. The
operas will begin at 8 p.m. and 2 p.m.
respectively.
Tickets for the opera or for the
busses may yet be purchased at the
Conservatory office. Those who ride,
on the busses are not required to at
tend the opera. Round trip tickets are
priced at $1.15. One bus will leave
Wooster, Thursday, and two .on Sat-
urday. They will return the same tve--
nings. --
-
Head
-V-oiee-Staff
Crider, Slreeger, and
Murdpck Serve as
Assistant Editors
Robert G. Wilder, junior from
HornelL, New York, and Don McCar-
ley, junior from. Bellaire, Ohio, have
been elected editor and business man-
ager respectively of the Voice for the
1941-4- 2 school year. This issue is the
first put out under the new administra-
tion. Previously Robert had been one
of the managing editors and Don had
been' advertising manager. The an-
nouncement was made this evening at
the annual ' formal banquet held in
lower Babcock.
Other members of the new staff an-
nounced
- at , that time were
.
Ralph
Crider, associate editor; Hal Streeper,
sports editor; and Eugene Murdock,
managing editor until the end of the
semester when tryouts will be held for
the editorship the following year.
Jean Smeltz was- - chosen feature edi-
tor ; Harry Bigelow, advertising man-
ager; Cliff Alexander, make-u- p editor;
and Lewis Van de Visse, auditor. Jane
Adams will continue in her present
position as circulation manager.
News assistants for --the coming year
will be Arthur Griffen, Dorothy Rick,
ards, Grace" Ohki, Martha Stark, and
Mary Ellen Park.
Becky Hostetter and Jean Hudson
will be copy editors.
Murray Presents Key
Mr. Arthur Murray, on behalf of
the Collier Printing Company, which
each year awards gold and silver keys
to members of the staff, made the
formal presentation of the awards.
Combining the system of last year and
the system inaugurated this year six
gold keys were awarded. Receiving
them were Helen Merry, Robert Jaff-ra- y,
Jim Wise, Tim CannelL Jean
Carroll, and 6eth Duffield.
Seniors awarded silver keys for their
work were Robert Ricksecker, Jim Al- -
lardice, Betty' Dodds, Robert Wilkin-
son, Mildred McGellan, Robert Lau--
bach, and Ted Jacob, Lois Lambie,
Ralph Crider, Jean Smeltz, Don Mc
Carley, Jean Hudson, and Hal Streep-
er, were the junior members receiving
silver keys. Three sophomores were
awarded silver keys for particularly
outstanding service. They are Jane
Adams, Betty Houliston, and. Eugene
Murdock. Dorothy Rickards received --
the award as the oustanding reporter'
of the year. , ,
Certificates Awarded
Certificates were presented to Lewis
Van de Visse, Bill Bailey, Eileen Beis- -
tv, Betty Piatt, Martha Stark, Mary
Ellen Park, Grace Ohki, Douglas
Zook, Eileen Palmer, and Bill HaiL
Other certificates went to AI Moir,
Richard Miller, Betty Byers and Bett- y-
MacPhee.
Dr. Frank Cowles was the guest
speaker of the evening. He addressed
the group on the college newspaper
and its place in a cultural college. Dr.
Cowles was formerly editor of the
Voice. '
Classical Association
Selects Miss Newnan
Eva M. Newnan, assistant professor
in the department of dam'cal lang
uages, was recently elected first vice--
president of the Classical Association
of the Middle West and South at its
37th annual meeting in Indianapolis,
April 10, 11, and 12.
Dr. Newnan, Dr. Frank H. Cowles,
and Vergil Hiatt, of the classical de-
partment spent the spring vacation at
the meeting of this association which
is made., up of over 2,000 college
and high school teachers from 29
states and the province of Ontario.
On Thursday, April 10, Frank H.
Cowles, professor of Latin, partici-
pated in a round table discussion given
over station WIBQ Indianapolis. The
others who took part in the discussion
were: Prof. R. G. Bonner of the Uni-
versity of Chicago; Prof. Russell M.
Geer. of Tulane University; and Prof.
Lillian B. Berry of Indiana University.
The topic of the discussion was the
debt of contemporary civilization to
that of the Greeks and Romans.
Sociologists Hear Speaker
1
'j,The Sociology club met Monday,
April 14, at the home of Prof. Archi-
bald A. Johnston. Elinor R. Hixen
baugh, supervisor of case work, Di-
vision of Aid for the Aged, discussed
the, Social Security Act and die field
open to college graduate in Ohio.
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Whose Fault?
.
' ;
Blame may be leveled at the administration
for the general apathy which is permeating
our campus. It is not directly being caused by
the bulky rules and regulations, though they
may have some bearing, but the fault lies in
the administrations' choice of a mediocre stU'
dent body.
Mediocre isn't the word! We should make
it stronger! Our school - is overflowing with
organizations, but none of them are engrossed
in any stimulating activity.
In this" time" of strife' is ;the peace league
out campaigning for non-belligerenc- y? No!
Instead it is content to allow our campus think-
ing to drift into line with that of the war-mongers;'whi- ch
is being forced upon the great
masses of people.
.
Where is this minority? What are they do-ing- ?
;
- The. student senate with 20 supposedly .good
heads' should be planning to take at least one
step forward "out of this rut, but no they
occiu i--u uc auuijj:iu:
The administration is endeavoring to main-tai- n
the present enrollment for next year, but
if we have nothing more to offer than a good
scholarship record and a fine faculty, the pros-pectiv- e
college student will seek his "all
around" education elsewhere.
The Voice has been critized for its apparent
stagnancy, but doesn't the Voice represent the
campus? We members or the staff can t publish
a provocative paper if we have nothing to
:rr.rrrtt t . v, ;motivate us. we .can i nna stimulating news,
because there isn't any!
There's no cooperation! The majority of
good nftnds on the campus tell us they never
have tftne to do any work on extracurricular
projects. But certainly, if some of these "brains"
snent less time at the. Shark nr CJrill anrl tuit
a little time in helping to better our campus
by offering their support to some worthwhile
organization, we would have a trifle more to
.1 r ..l j wt .iwiuw ivi uieir auenuance at woosier man we
do now.
Let's get behind Wooster, let's make it grow!
Needless to say, this can never be accomplished
Dy unconstructive criticism or pur school by
campus men and women, for after all, don't,
they comprise" the student body, and make
Wooster. what it is? -
Mr. Babcock
.
,
With the death of Birt E. Babcock," Woos-
ter loses its foremost benefactor of recent years.
Probably Mr. 'Babcock has done more than
' any other alumnus to further ' the"" advance'
ment of the college. His numerous contribu-
tions, which will undoubtedly long survive
the present college generation, furnish con- -
Crete examples of his generosity.
The following quotation taken from the
bronze plaque in the entrance of Babcock
hall typifiestfiejpirit in which he gave to the
college. "In grateful recognition of a debt
to the college which can not be measured by
material standards."
.
Miss Jacobs Bereaved
Probably very few of us will ever be faced
with such an overwhelming personal loss as
confronts Miss Geneva Jacobs in the sudden
Ani r( pr hnl familv Anv urrAc rf
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condolence which we may offer at this ime
can hardly be more than futile gestures.
The faculty and entire student body join in
expressing their deepest, sympathy to her
Letters to
016 Editor
, . . ,. .
The'Voica invite ita readera to eipreta .
their bpiniona ,in a brief and irourteoua
manner. Each lettex tnuat bear the signature
and address of the author, but tbAname
may be initialed if the author ao deirea.
The editor , reserves the right to accept
or reject any communication.
To the Editor: -
Fools, they say, rush yfwhere an- -
-- gels ear to tread--Perha- ps,, then? a
mere freshman tan offer a suggestion.,;
--
with, impunity abojjta subject dear
tqhe ears of thousands of "Wooster- -
ites the Love Song. Although I think
...
the .melody is a lovely one and the
greater part of the song does express"
appropriate sentiment, I-a- m impressed
with the shallowlessness and meaning- - -
' lessness of some phrases.
My experience hardly goes back to
1906 when the words were composed;-fo- r
all I know, perhaps, all in those
college days was gay. However, the
phrase has a mighty hollow ring in
these days. Not that I advocate a
change to "when all is sad," you un-
derstand, but certainly there
,
is
,
some-
thing less superficial to replace those
words.
Furthermore, when one has reached
the age of twenty, life is hardly "but
at the start", I think the insurance
companies say, at that time of life
one has had- - about one-thir- d of his
- share. Of course, it must be admitted .
that in some cases life is mentally
but at the start, but let's be kind and
give- - the average Wooster student the
benefit of the doubt.
, .
.
For the sake of accuracy I think
it is rather silly to sing about Wooster
"U" when Wooster is no longer a
university." Remember it's the small,-cultu- ral
college that's the last strong-
hold of something or other. We ought
.
to toss the word college in the teeth
of the big universities, ,
It is my suggestion that the Voice,
in cooperation with other campus or- -
.ganizations-Spnnsnr- , a contest to" find
some new words for our Love Song.
Surely among the embryo poets on the
hill, there is one who can produce
results. '
' John Bathgate
' VerSteeg Writes
Of Western Trip
Dr. Karl Ver Steeg, head of the
geology department, who is on sab-
batical leave this semester, will attend
the sessions of the Geology Society of
America at Stanford University April
18, and 19.
Dr. and Mrs. Ver Steeg are now
touring the West. Since leaving Woos-
ter at the beginning of the semester,
they have driven over 1 1 ,000 miles 'in
their travels.
This week they are at Sah Diego,
according to a letter received by Mr.
Charles Moke, from Dr. Ver Steeg.
Among the places of interest which
they have visited are the Salton Sink,
" Imperial Valley Death - Valley-,- Se-
quoia and the Yosemite park.
They expected to spend a few weeks
in the vicinity of Los Angeles, revisit
Albuquerque, New Mexico, then head
north for other places of interest.
The college geology department
museum has received one shipment of
; 80pounds - of important rocks - and -
ores from Dr. Ver Steeg and he writes
that he plans to jsend an additional
f$0 pounds in the near future. '
$1H
The Bee.Box
Wooster's spring, social activity on
the golf course and in the stadium
ran into rough sailing this, week when
an unknown number of non-colleg- e
' boys launched a "heckling" campaign
against college men and women.
Great numbers of these prowlers
have carried out their program with-
out interruption, although Monday
evening five young suspects .were, cor-role- d,
third-degree-
d, and lectured in
Kenarden lounge. Their parting, re-
marks gave the impression that they
had been taught a lesson and would
" confine their operations, to different
fields henceforth. ,
The situation was handled remark- -
ably well and there were nohard
feelings. The fact that possibliy sev-
eral score more of the culprits, yet
uncaptured, might be heading for the
same type of "Kangaroo Court" pre-
sents the possibility that their case
might carry beyond the comparatively
intangible line of. prudence. Unwise
action against the perpetrators of these
deeds can carry very unpleasant re-
sults if done in the heat of an emo- -
,
tional fury. Arbitration would be. con-
siderably more successful with some
: unthinking school boys that a f ree- -
,fervllight-- l.
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bags as well as a pack apiece. They
didn'tjiarry food but planned to buy
it at stippertime, cook 'supper, camp
for the night, cook breakfast, and
then pack a lunch.
The first day was a success. With
an "ain't nature grand" attitude, the
boys pedalled to New Philadelphia
about 40 miles away, leaving here at
1:15 'p.m. and arriving at 6. They
bought provisions and camped in
Schoenbrunn. They went to sleep but '
it was then that nature played them a
nasty trick. .
Winter had returned and morning
found them struggling with breakfast
in a snow storm. Bicycles are hard to
handle in the snow so they slipped
back to New Philadelphia to take a
train to Pittsburgh. No train left there
until that evening.
Now completely civilized, the boys
Box Score
" A little story is never really amiss.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt is quite
an orator; this sort of a rostrum
rankler is different from being a
'speaker'. One morning after the
; coals - in . the i grate hadcooled-- al
Washington correspondent asked Wil-
liam E. Borah of Idaho, great Noble
of the Senate, if he had heard the
President's chat of the evening prev-
ious. Tii npw tieceasedaid "No. I
never listen to his speeches, but rather
read them in the papers later I want "
to put the emphasis where it belongs!"
The actual forensic significance of,
the remark is that between the words
of the speech and the interpretation
of thoughfthere was a discrepancy
- there always is.
Did you ever hear a story told the
same way twice? You probably never
will. Every great cause enlists its sup-
port by having it's "vital issues" re-
layed to those who will ultimately die
for it, or what you will, by orators,
the radio, the press, et cetera. What
happens in the process is black crime
twenty years later. That fact is
taught in every class room. Not an
unconscious misinterpretation, but a
willful, malicious lie: propaganda.
Democratic Way Responsible
It isn't your fault or mine, basi-
cally, that we be ignorant of "reality".
It is a part of the Democratic Way
of Life, and the other as well. We get
our legs pulled because that is the
natural way of doing things. That the
higher places run things in a way not
dissimilar to the Cousins of the Con-
tinent is all right upon occasion be
cause after all, our reading must be
elected to be selective.
But the thing is, (and here is the
crux of the" cruxification!), there is a
'reasoft' behind all of such, and we
as a common gentry ought to have an
inkling. To be specific, the men in the
last game "had an inkling" all right,
but they answered the question them-selve- s
after their baptism in battle.
,
We all know now," as they knew after
their first night in hell, that we were
By Shriver --Affairs
0UTSDC NCWS'
Bicyclers Attempt Maryland Tript
Decide Train More Convenient
. By JEAN SMELTZ
Rather a good plot for slapstick comedy was the trip home taken --
by Cliff Alexander and Walter Krumm to Frostberg, Maryland, during
spring vacation. Spring does 'things to humans-an- d makes. them scorn
the conveniences of modern civilization. These two eagerly set out for ,
Maryland on bicycles, not ordinary
.
bicycles however but bicycles with gear bought mittens and earmuffs, but con-sh- if
tsTheyhadBtentLan slsfping n jnued-to-shi- ver as they bicycled to
Dennison, where they caught- - that
long awaited train to Pittsburgh. It
had cleared up a little so" they de-
cided to try again. But once more
fate stepped in and the Smoky City
became a maze of unknown streets..
The final straw came when the tubes
(tunnels going through a hill) re- -
fused" admittance to two-wheel- ed ve-
hicles. Maddened, the boys rode back
to downtown Pittsburgh, saw a show
and took a train to Cumberland.
Now at last they were ten miles from
home, but it was $ a.m. Sunday morn-
ing. A blizzard had set in and it
carried straight to Frostberg. Mutter-
ing curses and with no other means of
' transportation than the now hated bi-
cycles they rolled wearily home. At 7
o'clock Cliff . Alexander and Walter
Krumm climbed into bed. P.S. The
two took the train back to Wooster.
Today s Game
By DICK WALLACE
this time, we are right in our motive.
But the fact that we are "the best
informed people in the world"more
naturally lends to confusion than clar-
ity Indictment lies in the present pre-
eminence of emotion over treason.
The most seriously guilty of the
innocent indictment are: first, the
newspapers, and;' second, the acad-
emies of learning, where the future
is held in trust.
The tale of the tabloids and their
so-call- ed "reporting" of the news is a
tale waiting to be told. However, ever
since Wm. Randolph Heart's classic
"... you and your camera go to
Cuba, I'll make the war and have it
waiting for you," we have accepted
the papers as a barrier to intelligence.
We always have, and must now, look
elsewhere for clarity and truth.
"Democracy-I- n Action" precludes
the necessity of formulative agencies
to provide trained minds for the req-
uisitioning of leaders in the present
emergency and in future exigencies.
. We - do this here at Wooster, but,-truly- ,
how well is another questioK.
Any argument that connotes, or
"smells",''
. of idealism in suggesting
erasure of the "handwriting on the
wall", as it were, and asking for a
blessing, may well seem outdated since
Mr. Eberhart.read the Kiplinger Let-
ter in class one week ago, for all
previously existent reservations in the
minds of the fellows of the college
are gone, and now, in all ways, we are
,set. But in reality, it is not. Now, more
than ever before, we need chapel pro-gram- s
devoted to public thinking;
.
that our thoughts may be organized 'n
. a true light and given sensible propor- -
tion, We as students and this insti-- .
tution as one "of the liberal mind"
are devoted to obtaining a method of
logic. We defy our primary purpose
by refusing to talk about it. This is the
second time we have chosen to be
silent of "war as an educational topic,"
The above will probably be 'panned'
in some quarters as "poorly written",
"mediocre academic treatment", etc.
-r-
-. wr.png.,YetJt ja a. fair Cfrtaintythat. grammar.
ut tne very vital issue is war, not
By
"' More news
of Note
InJpnglewood Cliffs, N. J., just
''across from the George' Washington
bridge is a dance spot known as the
"Rustic Cabin". Until a few years ago
only little known band combinations
were used. Since then the niterie has
featured name bands and has been
giving-the- m air time. The band cur-
rently on location is Alvino Rey,
L. Recently-
- the band was told tQ stand,
by for'an hour broadcast For Mutual.
A few minutes before broadcast time,
' six players were missing and also the
r" engineer.'
Alvino Rey set up the mikes,
plugged in the control board, and
started the broadcast with a couple
of tunes by the King sisters. For fif-
teen minutes, .until the missing musi-
cians and the engineer arrived,. Rey
hacfto "oscillate" between his guitar
and the control board.
It seems that, besides being a band
leader and a guitarist par excellence,
he is also a licensed radio" engineer.
Versatile, eh! Incidently, ' there has
been quite some talk on the campus
of getting Alvino Rey and his band
for the senior prom.
. ,
Bob
.
Burns, comedian, was finally
forced to join the American Federa-
tion of Musicians. For a long time
union officials were trying to force
him to join on the grounds that his
"bazooka" was a musical instrument.
It was decided at last that the ba-
zooka was not a musical instrument
(probably a judicious decision), but
that Burns would have to join the
union because he played piano and
guitar occasionally on his program.
Alumni
Briefs
DOT RICKARDS
Wooster alumni.
Prom the class
from, our - illustrious
of '39
JIM GINTHER is still teaching
English in the Painesville High School
and directing plays on the side. He
say's that he enjoys it more than the
students. This summer he plans to go
back to Duke University to, do more
work on his M A.
JIM McCREIGHT is at Yale and
is ready for his Master's in English
this June. Uncle Sam may claim his
services after that for a year or so.
JIM and PEG MUNSON have been
married four months now and are
living in Chicago. They are planning
to visit Wooster for Color Day.
SCOTT BEHOTEGUY is now in .
hi second, year at Wharton School
of Finance in Philadelphia.
From the class of '40:
CLIFF SMITH has already paid a
visit to Ft. Thomas, Ky., to see what
the camp is like. His number is due
to come up
,
won, J , ,
, JOHNNY MINER is with the East
Ohio Gas Company. Scrappy finally
decided to go to work.
ELISE KOSAK became Mrs. Sey-mo- ur
J. Shoenfeld on Jan. 24 and is
living in Norfolk, Va. Dr. Shoenfeld
is a dental surgeon and a junior lieu-
tenant in the United States Navy
The Library . .
.Recommends
CONNELY, WILLARD
The Reign of Beau Brummel. The
life of the greatest of English dandies,
who died in a French hospital for- -
the insane ' one hundred years ago.
At the height of his power men paid
Brummell for the privilege of walking
down St. James' street with him. He
wore three shirts a day, and even in a'
debtor's prison he never missed his
bath of hot water and milk.
GLASPELL, SUSAN
The Morning Is Neat Us. A com-
bined mystery and psychological nov-
el, interesting but not one of her best
books." - ... -
HITCHCOCK, E. B. ;
I Built a Temple for Peace. The
first complete biography of Eduard
Benes, head of the Czechoslovak gov-
ernment, who is now in exile.
HURD, CHARLES
The White House; a biography. Its
history, renovations, furnishings and
decorations at various times, also anec-
dotes, chiefly on the social and lighter
side of its occupants from 1800 ,to
1940.
SMITH, R. A.
.
Our 'Future in Asia. The .author
.
a correspondent of the New York
Times and has been in the Far East
for the past twenty years. The book
answers scores of questions which the
average American is now asking about
the Orient.
VERRILL, A. H.
Wonder Creatures of the. Sea. De-
scriptions of the strange sea creatures
which live in the tide-pool- s and shal-
low bays of American waters, with a
few glimpses of those in deeper wa-
ters. The book is illustrated by photo
graphs and drawinss bv the author.
, . '
'
'
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LIGHT THOUGHTS
IN A DARK WORLD
' '
n.. yi7c r.niiM --?'- rC,T3 --?r
we overneara a conversation or voosier
women the other day, and its been bothering'
- us ever since,They were talking about higher
education. One young lady remarked that she
would" like to continue her studies and get a
Master's in English, another that she would
Vlike. a Doctor's
--
in history, bur" then a . -- third
girl spoke up in a still, calm voice and said,
- "I shall- - be- -' perfectly contenL..if .X get a bach'
elor." Perhaps she was careless in her diction
and accidently did not sound the final "s", or
perhaps, could it be possible, she would be con- -
tent with so little. .
We ran across a bit of interesting local color
the other day. It seems that Bob Dunlap,
whose roommates are Howard Green and Bill
brown, has. discovered that he is color blind.
A campus wag could certainly find rooni for
much comment but we will refrain . . . with
effort.
'
We have, been aware for some time that
man is a paradox, but students of Wooster
as a collective individual have certainly flaunted
the fact with a vengeance. When the Color
Day play was announced as" being "The Im- -
portance of Being Earnest'!, we were among
those who applauded. It seems like a step on'
ward and upward. But no' sooner had we
heard of this trend, when we discovered the
new shipment of books for the W.S.G.A.
library, Several ".Winnie the Pooh" books and
an illustrated "Mother Goose Rhymes" made
up aTconsiderable percentageof the totals
VZ 2T0.N
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Something that every liberal education
should include is a "Spring Formal", and since
Wooster fairly radiates liberalism (in educa
' tion) we are fortunate to have just such a fete.
Details follow. At least part of the atmosphere
of the well-know- n, sophisticated cotton clubs
' of New York and Hollywood is expected to'
turn tljc Wooster gymnasium into a snappy,
"swanky" club for swingsters when. Les Hite
and his boys mfoe in, on April 18, to do
the honors for the annual affair. Decorations
for-th-
e occasion Your own. silhouettes
around the walls great dark shadows echoes
from the band of uplifted trumpets, nervous
drums and a lively baton with Les Hite him-
self as the center of attraction.
A rather "clubby" bit of news fills up para-
graph two this week as the .girls' social
organization elect officers for the coming school
year. Here's the result of one of these elections
in a nutshell. Peanut president is Margaret
Sherrard with Martha McCreight as her "aide-de-peanut- ".
Barbara Baker is the "minute writ-
er" and Doris Anderson, pecuniary manager.
From there we buzz on over to the Holden
catacombs
.
where, at a recent meeting, the
Pyramids selected as their leaders for the com-
ing year Lois Grove, president; Betty "Lock-woo- d,
vice-presiden- t; Jean Stratton, secretary; '
and Betty Shreve, treasurer. Their installation
service was held in Babcock basement Tuesday
evening. Miss Coyle, the club advisor, was
presented with flowers in appreciation of all
she has done for the club this year, and each
.of the new officers received a corsage as a re-- 4
minder of her pledge to the duties of her new
office, in another corner of Babcock
hall Jean - Smeltz ... took . overt h e title of
"Prexy" o f t h e
.
Sphinx club. June Whit--me- r
is now acting as vice-preside- nt and
social chairman (a position that goes with the
former office). Frances Eisenberger is "keeper
of the minutes" and Charlotte Conrad is in
charge of .finances. Without reference to their
being Satan's helpers, we quietly and incon-spiciousl- y
observe that the Imps have elected
Donna Doerr, president; Louise Stewart vice-preside- nt;
Mary Jane Benson, secretary;, and
Marnie Thomas, treasurer. Then, in order to
further the communication between here and
the devil-and-they-know-whe- re, they elected
Dorothy Magee, corresponding secretary. On
down the line we find that the Trumps have
laid down their hand so we can see that Ruth
Lamborn is their new president; Phoebe Hous- - '
er, vice-presiden- t;- Virginia Lee, secretary; and
-- Jane Cotton, treasurer. The-Dominoe- s have
not quite finished their game but the score so
far is Martha Smith, president; Lois Wilson,'
7.7 vice-presiden- t; "and Betty Miller,' secretary.
End of scoop. -
.
By HAL STREEPER
Voice Sports Editor
"And so the new gang has taken
over" It doesn't seem so long ago
that our gang Was Just working "along
'
with "Big Jim" Cannell and his sport-caster- s.
It was a swell treat working
with Jim and undoubtedly we will
-- miss hinv around here-on-Wednea- day
evenings. But Jim will now be able to
divide his M time between his little
"Butch" and those men he has been
interviewing for that 5,000 job. Good
luck, Jim and I hope we can carry on
as smoothly as your regime.
Our sports staff will also be minus
Bob Wilkinson who has been faith-
ful in keeping up his work on the
local sports parade. The coming issues
will be "dreamed" by two veterans,
Al Moir and John Gebhardt. New
blood enters the ring with Ed Fisher,
Ed Morris, Bob Douglass and Bill
Shutt. Millie McClelland has been
writing for the girls colors and so far
that job is open. We hope that by the
next issue we will have that position
taken care of by a new member.
The local battle field is still a little
quiet. Individual sports are ' keeping
the average person busy. The tennis
courts are busy any time from 6:30
a.m. till dark. Those early morning
games are the doings of some of our
more ambitious freshman girls. The
golf course seems to be serving double
purpose these days. Early golfers are
well pleased in getting back to chasing
that white ball through the grass, and
our newly organized campus army has
"been having a swell time chasing some
of those town "snoopers" through the
- grass and stadium.. Spring comes 4ut
once a year to Wooster and Wooster
gets its first chance to break out of its
winter hunting grounds jotdy to be
hampered in their "night work" by
a not too tame bunch of kids.
Down on the diamond, things have
been going very well. It lo.oks like
Wooster baseball fans will see a plenty
fine ball club at work when the season
opens next week. Batters' seem to have
improved greatly, but we hesitate to
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Tracken --Vie For-Hono- rs In Interclass Meei Saturday; Small Squad Hampers Plans, Play Siill Go3s
On In Everlasting
Spikers Tourney
talk much until we see the gang under
some outside pressure. This surprising
ly good spring weather has allowed
Coach --Swigart . trio re - practice sessions
than usual and Johnny seems to have
taken advantage of it for his boys.
Johnny has been able to spend all his
time with his ballplayers since Coach
Schroeder has" taken over " the spring
football sessions.
Jumping from the diamond into the
cinder path we find about the same
story. Cindermen have gone through
their regular period of sore arms and
legs until they are now able to work
against the old time ' clock. Coach
Munson has been looking at things a
little brighter since the men have
transferred from the inside track to
the stadium. New blood in his squad
has been the main reason for the im
proved attitude with a number of peo
jple including the squad members
themselves. ' The team is weak in cer
tain places, but on the whole the out
look, for a better season than was once
anticipated, is encouraging. The first
real pressure for these thin-clad- s wil
De contested Saturday at l:iv p.m
when the annual inter-clas- s track meet
will be staged for the local fans. Each
class will endeavor to kick cinders in
ach other's eyes when they pit their
favorite class cindermen against each
ther. No holds are barred when the
classes raise their colors against one
another, so the oval should be the
seat of some well-contest- ed meets here
Saturday.
Schroeder Puis Men
Through Early Drills
Coach Bill Schroeder has been run
ning his early spring football drilli
for a group of some twenty-fiv- e candi
dates that have been reporting to the
practice field "each afternoon. The
fellows have been doing most of their
work in football fundamentals such
blocking, tackling and ball handling
nnl i e tmere are a number or freshman
eather luggers who are already an
ticipating the fall season.
It seems that as yet there is no final
word about there being any pre-seaso- n
football game between the freshman
and upperclass men. This game
usualy held on high school day, but
the tentative sports parade for
, that
day will be filled with .a track meet
golf match; and tennis match.
AH S T E R
SHOE STORE
KOOL-SLA- X
lightweight champions
of healthful cool comfort
Iew Crosby Square Shoes unlined
ventilated light and limber . . .
"Pliaflex" construction ... Sworn
enemies of hot-weath- er "fag" help-
ing you keep your pep and appear-
ance up to par. Slip into a pair today.
MOST; STYLES 5.00 .
i t . . . vXv:,.
71 - HN- -
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By ED MORRIS
Although hampered by the lack of
m e mm
ettermen returning, Coach Munson
has a track squad which, while new
and inexperienced, is one that has
great possibilities in the coming sea- -
son.
The team has been practicing out- -
doors since their return from spring
vacation and both the newcomers and
the oldtimers show a great deal, of
spirit in displaying their ability in
Ed's Edition
Opening Games Grab
Lead;
-
Brooklyn Pir-
ates Breed Rivalry.
With the openers taking all the
space on the .front pages this week,
it makes it hard for yours truly to ram-
ble far from baseball. 71 r: "
Doyle's Book picks the Yanks at 7-- 7
to top the Junior Circuit but to the
loyal (?) Indian fans it doesn't mean
a thing. We hope that Feller's wild-nes- s
on Tuesday didn't alter their con-
fidence.
The most amusing story of the
week comes from Brooklyn where
"Laughing Larry" McPhail picks the
Pirates to finish seventh while Frisch
lists the Dodgers in first place. When
"Firey" Frank finds this out he'll be
ready to blast the Durocher crew in
to the East River.
.
Mr. Isaac Newton Falk of New
York is not only the Giants' leading
fan but also the number one fan of
the National League. Mr. Falk works
at night and goes to the Giant games
in the afternoon. When the Polo
Grounders are away Ike heads for Eb-bett- s
Field where he roots for the vis
iting team. His two nights off each
week keep Falk from missing the night
games while two weeks vacation every
summer make it possible for him to
follow 'the Giants on a western trip.
Last year Mr. Falk saw 121 games in
the National League. While ponder
ing over the schedules one year, Mr.
Falk found the Giants and the Yanks
scheduled at home for the same after-
noon. He immediately informed the
National League offices and for his
efforts, he received a pass good in any
National League park for the year.
Swarm Golf Course
When the favorable Wooster spring
weather hits the old campus, keen
thoughts ate always , directed toward
Wooster's pride and joy the "dream"
golf course. The past spring days have
brought the old golf bags and clubs
ut for some-rat- her Jong waited for
swinging. The greens are being worked
on daily by the college workers and
the grass has been cut for the first time
on the fairways.
There isn't too much known about
the Wooster golf team. The boys seem
to be keeping things pretty much to
themselves and the only thing known
s that the team is still minus a fourth
man.
1, Dance Intermission --
See Your Friends at
Seaboyer's Grill
BEAUTIFUL . . . . .
For mals
$7.95 to $16.95
AN NAT'S
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the daily sessions under Munse's sur-
veillance. .
While he makes no predictions as
to the outcome of this year's inter-
collegiate schedule, Coach Munson ex- -
pects great things from the hardwork
ing team.
-- Munse sucsests that the student
body turn out for their first chance to
See the 1941 edition of the Wooster
track team display their wares in an
interclass meet in Severance stadium
this Saturday at 2:30 p.m. He is
afraid that the freshmen will be poor
ly represented and is disappointed at
the frosh turnout for the spots;
Those lettermen returning to this
year's squad are Captain Bruce Pow-
ers, Jim Campbell, Alex Drysdale,
Dick Gernert, Bill Sadler, Les Thorn
as, and Hal Streeper.
The --"newcomers include Merkel,
McGee, Alter, Cook, Baird, Chaney,
Hall, Halter, Schultz, Rees, Ditch,
Narton, Gebhardt, Moir, Harring,
Hudson, Cordova, Wiebusch. and
Scoi Diamond Sauad Rounds Into
Wealth of Material Gives
SwigartJBarly Headache
As Opener Approaches
By AL MOIR
A wealth of material, instead of the
usual dearth of the same, is giving
Coach John Swigart a mild headache
as the opening game with Heidelberg
pn April 26 approaches. The catching
and hurling positions are the only
ones where there is no doubt as to who
will be in when the season opens.
Bob Sanborn will be itvrhe receiver's
spot with Milan 'Lott doiae the relief
catching. Four pitchers re in the
fight for the opening game assign
ment, two lettermen being in the
quartet. Last year s monogram win-
ners striving to repeat are Don Bu
chanan and Dan Jennings, Hank Tot-te- n
and Jim Cannell have both shown
improvement and should see plenty of
action during the coming 16 game
schedule.
The infield will be built around
Captain Byron Hurlbut and Clark
MacDonald, both of whom were reg
ulars last year. Last year Mac played
short and By second, but no one knows
where they will be working when the
first pitch is thrown. .
'
.
Lehman Shows Well
Jay Lehman has shown up well at
the "hot corner" but has been pressed
by the squad's general utility man,
Jim Mumaw. Giving Mac a .battle at
short is Bill Shinn, who has also been
trying out at second. Hurlbut hat
been practicing at both the second and
first base positions. The other two
first sack prospects are Red McConnell
and Eric Peters
Swigart's problem is just as acute
in the outer garden, for there, he has
six men of about equal ability fighting
it out for the three spots. Bill Vigrass
and Earl Zeigler are veterans of the
'40 season and will receive any senior-
ity rights to be given. Walt Wagoner,
who won his letter as a sophomore
but did not stay out last year, is play
ing a good fielding game and is hitting
the ball hard. V
Bob August is one of the star sopho- -
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Muxworthy.
4 The track team will make its debut
in the annual interclass meet to be
staged Saturday at 2:30 p.m. weath.
er permitting. As usual, competition
will be keen and all four classes will
be gunning for the coveted position.
Senior prospects will center around
six men. Bruce Powers will run the
INTERCLASS MEET
SATURDAY, 2:30 P. M.
SEVERANCE STADIUM
half-mil- e; Jim Campbell and Chuck
Harring will heave the weights; Bill
Sadler and Toby ' Drysdale will run
the dashes; and Dick Gernert will
throw the javelin.
Junior hopes rest with Hal Streeper
in the dashes; Ed Merkle, Paul Reis,
Jack Schultz, Jim Baird, and Ed Me
Gee in the distance races; and Harry
Ditch and Ray Hudson in the field
events. j,
i?v Wfcr
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more prospects for the team and his)
slugging and fielding have shown that
be will be hard to beat for one of the
positions. Jim Bean and Charley Mc-Clarre- n
are the two remaining" out- -
elders, both of whom played last
year. August and Bean are the only
two left-hande- d batters on the team.
General utility men who also roam
in the "outfield are Eugene Murdock
and John Healy.
The squad has shown rapid im
provement due to the splendid weather
conditions and their earlier training
indoors. A game would undoubtedly
have been scheduled for this week had
the coaches known what the' weather
was to be like, but until the Heidel
berg game here on April 26 the team
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The sophomores will be sparked by
the largest squad. The ten' men in-
clude: Dan Cordova, Jack Muxworthy,
and Don Halter, who will no doubt
hold a monopoly on the pole vault;
Norm Wiebusch and Al Moir in the
dashes; John Gebhardt and Don Hal-
ter, the only upper-clas- s hurdlers; and
Perry Narten, Luther Hall, and Dave
--ill
Alter in the distance events.
The Frosh will have to import a
number of runners who aren't as yet
out for the sport if they hope to at-
tain recognition in Saturday's meet.
Dale Hudson, quarter and half miler;
Bruce Burns, hurdler; and Meer-
schaum and Nicholson, distance men,
are the only aspirants on the freshman
team.
According to the men that "each
class, is entering, the main fight should
center around the three, upper classes.
However, no one can accurately pre-
dict the fate of spikes on the cinders
so we'll wait and see which class will
produce the fastest team.
Mid-Season Form
7:
will have to be content with -- inter-squad
struggles.
April 26 Heidelberg here.
April 29 Kent State there.
May 1 Capital here. '
May 3 Oberlin here.' v ,
May 5 Muskingum there.
May 9 Kenyon there.
May 10 Ohio Wesley an here.
May 13 Kent State here.
May 15 Heidelberg there.
May 20 Otterbein there.
May 24 Oberlin there.
May 26 Ohio Wesleyan there.
May 30 Ohio State there.
June 2 Ashland there.
June A Ashland here.
BROKEN LENSES
DUPLICATED
White Lense4....2.00 to 2.50
Tinted Lenses..?2.50 to 3.00
Frames repaired while you wait I
W. T. WATSON
Optometrist.
153 B. Liberty St Phone 31
You will naturally take your BEST girl to the
SPRING FORMAL. So naturally you wUl want
to send her the BEST in Flowers.
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BOB EDWARDS Kenarden VI, Agent Phone 1538 -
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The volleyball teams hare at last
reached the finals of their tournament,
which started before spring vacation
and seems due to last to Senior Week.
The one remaining undefeated team
is Kate's, while the Tower and First
are still in the running with one de
feat against them.'
The latter two team will play their
game as soon as possible to determine
the winner of the consolation bracket.
The victor will then play Kate's and
if they are able to defeat them twice
they will be declared the champs eligi
ble to take on the faculty in a grudge
battle.
In games played off Tuesday eve-
ning the only team to be put entirely
out of the picture was the Seventh
team. The scores of the First vktory
were 7-1- 5, 15-- 1, and 15-1- 3. The stars
for the Kenarden outfit were Remigio,
Powers, Hayes, and Wagoner.
Frank Grenert and Karl Kate led
their team to a surprisingly easy vic-
tory over the tough Tower team, win-
ning with scores of 15-1- 2 and 15-1- 1.
Leading the losers were Dick Gernert
and Rich Sproull. These two ' teams
are undoubtedly the class of the tour-
ney and should meet again unless
First plays a wonderful game and
manages to bump off the second place
team.
.
v
Much of the interest in the games
was lost when the finals were not
played before vacation, and now every-bod- y
is just waiting to get it over
so that the Softball tournament can
get started. This is the next event on
the intramural schedule and some bit-
ter rivalries will be renewed when
those games get underway.
Hard Surface-Tenn- is
Courts To Be Ready
For Fall Workouis
Kenarden men, especially those in.
terested in tennis, have been looking
with speculative and longing eyes at
I the muddy field' just north of the
dormitory which promises in due time
I to become a group of tennis courts.
Lonflicting rumors have been floating
around the sections as to when the
new courts would be ready for play,
and whattype of surface was to b
employed. Stages of enthusiasm have
ranked from Harry Pate's frankly dis
interested statement'. "Who wants to
play tennis!" to Wayne Lykes' burst
of enthusiasm which carried him onto
the courts in overshoes and rain
coat.
With all of this public attention
coming to focus upon the question of
the new tennis courts, the Voice could
not do otherwise than send put
special investigator to cover the case.
Having conducted a thorough investi
gation which led him. from the cinder
heap behind Kenarden to the office
of the assistant business manager, he
reported the following information to
the editorial staff:
The courts' will be constructed this
summer, and will be ready for, use
next fall. There will be two of them.
They will be hard surfaced courts,
prepared to cope with Wooster's rainy
season. They will be used for inr.r.
collegiate matches. Like most hard--
surfaced courts, they will be hard on
the feet. '
.
j Suits and Overcoats.
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Uoostor Thcatro
FRIDAY-SATURDA- Y
Deanna Durbin in
"Nice Girl"
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
Mickey Rooney-Spenc- er Tracy
in
"Men of Boy's Town"
WEDNESDAY-THURSDA- Y
Edward Arnold
.
Lionel Barrymore
in
"The Penalty"
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PrJPaul Popenoe
Talks in Ghapel on
Dr. Paul Popenoe,. general director
of the American Institute of Family
Relation and a lecturer in biology
at the University of Southern Cali- -
fornia, will spend Tuasday Apriljf,
on the college campus, and will speak
on .three occasions .that day. At 9 a.m.
he will attend Prof. James Anderson's
"Preparation for Marriage" class and
tpeak on Dispositional Differences
Men." At chapel his subject will be
"Looking Forward to Marriage," and
before general convocation in the
chapel at' 7:30 p.m., he will lecture
on "Marriage is What You Make
ie- - . . -
Dr. Popenoe, who was educated at
Occidental College and Leland Stan-
ford University, spent several years
before the world war in agricultural
explorations throughout Africa, India,
and Arabia, and later edited the Jour-
nal of Heredity, publication of the
American Genetic Association, in
Washington, D. C. He was on the
staff of the Surgeon General of the
army during the war, after which he
served with the American Social Hy-
giene Association in New York. City
and the Human Betterment Founda-
tion in California. j
In recent years Dr. Popenoe has de-
voted much of his time to the promot-
ing education for marriage and fam-
ily life in the schools and colleges of
America. He has taught at a number
of summer sessions including five years
at Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity. He is also widely recognized as
a leader of the group who advocate
sterilization of insane people. Dr.
Popenoe is being brought to Wooster
through the efforts of the Family
Forum committee of the Community
Y.M.CA.71fhichProf .Anderson
is chairman.
Violinist Performs
In celebration of Pan-Americ- an
Day, Tuesday, April 15, Prof, and
Mrs. Daniel Parmelee of the Conserva
-- tory faculty presented a musical pro
gram of .Spanish numbers in the
chapel.
An ingenious fellow, --
Bill Stoves,
He's a person
everyone knows.
m
When some say,
"What's he got,
that 1 haven't got?"
The answer's . . ,
his wardrobe of
Under-Gra- d Clothes.
to
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Pembroke Names
Open-Hous- e Date
On Thursday, April 24 at 7:30
p.m. Pembroke Literary society is
throwing open its imaginary doors in
ower Babcock inviting all the girls on
the campus who are interested to come
to its open house.
Freshmen aspirants, sophomore
hopefuls and junior and senior "inter- -
esteds" will be" welcome to come and
share with the regular members the
fun and frolic of the spring party.
Anticipating the opportunity that
will soon be given to underclassmen
to try out for Pembroke, the members
felt that the visitors would enjoy see-
ing Pembroke in action, and therefore
the program has been planned along
the lines of a regular meeting.
Mrs. Schreiber will present her talk
on Thomas Mann and adding a bit
of variety, L'ueie Simon and Margaret
preidlinger will give a skit by Noel
Coward. Betty Dodds, Ruth Purdy
and Eunice Saxe are in charge of the
program and refreshments.
Interested Flyers
Hear Zimmerman
:
:
.
.
Major James L. Zimmerman, Pres
ident of the Flying Cadet Examining
board, will speak on Monday, April
21, at 10 a.m. in Galpin basement
to all men interested in a training
course offered by the Army Air Corps.
This course, which is open to men
between the ages of 20 and 27, who
can meet the physical and educational
qualifications, consists of 752 months
of ground and flight training during
which time the cadet is paid 75 per
month plus food, uniform, books, and
medical attention. At the completion
of
,
the 7Vi months course the cadet
is commissioned a Second Lieutenant
in the Air Corps Reserve and placed
on active duty for a period of three
years at a salary of 245 per month,
At the termination of ' the three
year tour of active duty the officer
is promoted to a First Lieutenant and
may return to his normal civilian pur
suits or he may enlist for another four
years in the Army Air Corps during
which time he may take an examina
tion for - permanent --appointment
-
in
the Air Corps. Those who are accept
ed will not be called for training until
after the expiration of the present
school year.
Ace Debaters Travel
Wooster's representatives at the an
nual inter-collegia- te debate Friday,
April -- 1 8 - at - American - University,
Washington, D. C. will be Robert
Ricksecker, Richard Wallace and Stan
ley Coates.
They will leave Wooster today and
stay at the capital until Saturday.
The woman's debate team, Marylin
Johnston, Harriet Foster and Betty
Dodds with Dorothy Reed as alter
nate will compete with the Allegheny
College team at Meadville, Pa., Fri
day, April 25.
I
. YOU MUST HAVE A
WHITE SWEATER FOR SUMMER
Why not knit it yourself? Instructions FREE
Soft White Yarns-25-c, 30c, 50c bz.
COTTON YARN 25c BALL
YOOLCMFT SHOP
PUBLIC SQUARE
For VARIETY
CALL
LERCH PASTRY SHOP
PHONE 160
CHAPEL
Fridayy;c!ZfconvcafX&"'
Monday, Apr. 21--Mus- ic.
Tuesday, Apr. 22Dr. Paul Poponoe.
Wednesday, Apr. "23 Convocation.
Thursday, Apr. 1 Pres. Wishart.
Peace Club Will
Hear Dr. Spencer
Dr. Warren Spencer will address
the Peace Service Fellowship, Sunday
at 4 p.m. in lower Babcock. tHe will
discuss "War aid Human Nature".
The .club voted to include the word
"service" in its name, because it is
interested not" only in" havihg"peace
between
. nations, but also in helping
to remove the feeling of strife and un-
rest between the classes of one nation.
The Peace Service Fellowship's new
est project is the establishment of a
Sunday School in Mayes ville, Ohio.
Mayesville, predominantly Catholic
and Amish in religion has had no
Presbyterian services for several years.
Hal Streeper spoke on the "Meaning
of Easter" at the first services Sunday,
April 13.
Jay Holmes Smith, a - missionary
from Irylia will visit the campus Tues-
day, April 22, under the sponsorship
of the peace group. Mr. Smith, who
is a close friend of Mahatma Ghandi,
is directing New York City groups
in' the study of the Hindu leader's
doctrines of non-resistanc- e. He will
speak at Mt. Union Tuesday and at-
tend a luncheon meeting immediately
upon his arrival here.
Women's Chorus
Chooses Officers
Tuesday, April 15, at 4:30 p.m. the
girls' chorus held its last meeting for
this year. The officers for next year
were announced at this time.
Barbara Hogg will remain presi
dent. Louise Stewart will replace Ruth
Haass, who is graduating, as vice-preside- nt.
Martha Milburn will be sec
retary-treasure- r, .
The advisory' Committee is made up
of Jane Robinson, Mary Ellen Park,
and Katherine Compton Eileen Pamv
er will be-- in charge of all publicity.
The chorus has chosen a girl as
business manager this year. Barbara
Johnston is the first girl to hpld this
position.
Symphony Will Play
All - American Music
Closing the Wooster Cooperative
concert series for this year, the Woos
ter Symphony Orchestra will present,
its annual" spring concert Wednesday
evening, April 23, at the college chap-
el at 8. The program of American
music will be under the director of
Prof. Daniel Parmelee.
The concert will be opened by "Her.
od Overture" by Henry Hadley, fol-
lowed by HopkinsonV "Beneath a
Weeping Willow's Shade", conducted
by John Michell Pauleen Smith, '43,
violin soloist, will play Spaulding's
"Etchings". Also included on the pro-
gram are Skilton's Indiana "Deer
Dance" and "War Dance", the
"Mountain Song" and "Cripple
Creek" gy Stringfield, the familiar
"Arkansas -- Traveler", - and - "Harmon
ica Player" by Guion.
Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue" with
George Mulder at the piano, White's
"Five Miniatures", and Balad for
"Americans" comprise the group of
modern numbers. The balad, a La-touche-Robin- son
composition, ' will be
played with a chorus of 24 members
and Howard Shaw as baritone solo
ist. . ...
Prexy Gives Charge
Dr. Charles F. Wishart will deliver
the charge of president of Chicago
--T.I t -- lilt Jineoiogicai eminary to J. i-lar- ry
Cotton on Tuesday! April 22
Mr. Cotton is a. Wooster alumnus,
and has taught in the philosophy de
partment of Wooster,
4
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Math Club Sends
Representatives to
Missouri Meeting
Erdine Maxwell, Jean Kingsley,
Marjorie Owen, and Dorothy Foote
will represent the Wooster chapter of
Kappa Mu Epsilon, national mathe-
matics Vraternity, at the fifth Jiennial
national convention at Warrerisbtirg,
Mo., April 18 and 19. Members of
the newly formed chapter were in-
ducted" into- - rhe fraternity Saturday,
April 12, by Dr. E. R. Sleight of Al-
bion College, Albion, Mich.
Dr. and Mrs. Loyal F. Ollmann will
take the delegates to the --convention
which is the decennial anniversary for
Kappa Mu Epsilon. Central Missouri
State Teacher's College will play host
to the convention and Prof. C. V.
Newson, president, will conduct the
meetings. At this time the new national
officers will be elected.
Dr. Sleight Inducts Members
Dr. E. R. Sleight, Dr. E. E. Ingalls,
and Mr. and Mrs. Pahl, from the
Michigan Alpha
.
chapter pf Kappa
Mu Epsilon, conducted the formal
initiation of the Ohio Beta chapter
Saturday, April 12, in lower Babcock.
The initiation was followed by a ban
quet for the newly inducted members
and guests of the math department.
Members of the Ohio Beta chapter
of Kappa Mu Epsilon are: Dr. Loyal
F. Ollmann, Prof. Charles O. Wil-liamsonMelc- her
P. Fobes, Dr. Earl
W. FordDr. William F. Kieffer,
James Campbell, James Casserly, Flor--
enceNEdgerton, Dorothy Foote, Don-
ald Grove, James Halkett, Jean Kings--
ey, Byron Lerch, Erdine Maxwell,
Alan Moir, Frank Niuman, Marjorie
Owen, Robert Rice; Dorothy Rickards,
Andrew Sharkey Montf erd --Smithj
Russell Westbrook, and Kenneth
Yates,.
Others Will Join Later
Other charter members who will be
inducted latetare;Clarence Bailey,
Doane Gero, Robert McClure, and
Harry Robertson.
Requirements for membership in the
Wooster chapter of Kappa Mu Ep
silon are eight'semester hours of math
including plane analytic geometry, the
differential and the integral calculus,
and an average, of 2.25 in math
courses.
Glee Club Gets Enthusiastic Welcome
1
i
From Alumni and
By HAINES REICHEL
Thirty-fiv- e members -- of the Men's
Glee club, with their director, Prof.
William DeVeny, and their guardian,
Racky Young, left the campus Thurs
day , Mar, 27 on a 12 day trip cover-
ing over 1000 miles, to begin the
most successful Midwest concert tour
in ,tlie club's history. !
,
The longest hop of the trip brought
the group to Wabash, Ind. for the
first "concert. A great relief was felt
by all . in the privilege of
.
an over-
night stay' in the, former home town
of "Wabash" Lamale, who had con
stantly been) delivering '. p e p talks
about the town, -
Sing Before Technical School
Early Friday the . club 'moved to
Indianapolis for a morning concert at
one of the largest technical high
schools in the nation. . This school
boasts annrollment of 7,000 students
and one of the finest mixed choirs in
the country. The same evening the Irv- -
ington Presbyterian Church was
packed for the third secular concert
after which the Glee club members
were assigned to homes of the church
members for the nightJ
The sacred concert, at its best, was
presented at a vesper .service in the
Fourth Presbyterian Church in Chi
cage on Sunday afternoon. Following
the concert, a reception honoring the
glee club was given by Dr. and Mrs.
Arthur Compton of the church,
Prexy. Speaks on Program
Sunday evening the Glee club sang
in Orchestra Hall before the nation
ally famous
.
Sunday Evening club.
Our own President Wishart gave the
principal address of the evening, giv-
ing -- Wooste a monopoly of the pro-
gram. Dr. " and Mrs.- - Compton were
on hand to make the fellows feel at
home in the box seats, they had re-
served for the club so. that they might
hear Prexy and the great 125 voice
choir.
Thus far Prof. Wm. DeVeny and
EXCITING
COTTON
.
$5.95 and .$7.95
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Senate Holds Spring Formal Friday
With "Hot" Music by Le&Hit&ttand
V--
.:
Wooster's anualT spring formal, un-
der the sponsorship of the Student
Senate,, will be held in Severance
Gymnasium tomorrow night from 8
to 12. Arrangements have been made,
through the efforts of Bill LeFevre
Latin Club Stages
A Roman Banquet
Roman togas, laurel wreaths, and
fluent Latin testified to the staging of
a traditional Roman banquet held in
lower Babcock last Tuesday night. The
Classical club presented an authentic
picture of, Roman banqueting at its
biennial dinner.
Dr. Frank Cowles was M.B. magis-te- r
bibendi. He tested the omens' and
formally opened, the banquet with a
Latin invocation. Roman slaves in-
cluded Anne Melone, majordomo, and
six other Latin students, who carried
in salt and fire for the traditional cere-
monies and then waited on the ban-
queters. ' ' -- v
- -
"
"
' V
Mary Osborn led the singing in
Latin. Then honor guests the shades
of dead Latin authors--we- re crowned
with laurel wreaths. Mary Bertha Buss-dick- er
read an original translation of
Catullus' poem on a Roman cockney.
Mrr:V5rgil-Hial- f7 Craig7 Fabianand
Johnston Lewis reenacted Horace's
i
famous encounter with the Bore, and
Katherine. Sommerlatte gave several
original epigrams in the style of Mar-
tial. Marian Roller read nursery
rhymes based on stories from Ovid.
Grayce Brittain presented a poem de-
rived from Plautus. '
Further entertainment was given a
classical tinge by Martha Milburn's
solo, "The SapphicOde" by Brahms.
Annarie Peters and Margaret Ellis, in
chiton and himation, danced in. the
Greek style. I
Friends in Midwest
Charles Ireland, the student director,
had led the club through six concerts.
No wonder the men were ready to
settle down for four days in the big
city. The Presbyterian Theological
Seminary--in North Chicago was to
play host to about 26 of the fellows.
Some stayed in the dormitories while
the' rest were placed in the homes of
the seminary faculty. Three of -- the
boys, Bob Geddes, Marvin Shie and
Leonard l3rubaker had the misfortune
to be guests at the Bethany Home for
Girls. This is not a school for 10 year
olds, but a hotel for young business
women. Four of the boys decided to
show an equal number of these-queen- s
the town by taking them to one of .the
better knov n restaurants' where Ted
Fio Kito wis playing.. When the fel
lows 1 attemptedto ' order "cokes" in
ignorance of the 5.00 minimum
charge, br thers Shie, Hoff, Hanna
and Coates suddenly, saw the light and
were forced to beat a hasty retreat,
much' to, the embarrassment of all
concerned;
Wednesday the club sang before an
enthusiastic group of young people at
the Chicago University high school
The entire club was entertained at
lunch in the university -- cafeteria by
Mrs. Compton, who also arranged a
conducted tour of the campus.
Chicago Stop Successful
The last ' concert in . Chicago was
Wednesday evening' at the Rogers
Park Presbyterian Church, before a
capacity' crowd. The Glee club, Jim
Baird, baritone soloist, John Hess,
violinist,, and the quartette were called
back repeatedly. The song . "Tradi
Nuka" and the two negro spirituals,
directed by Charles Ireland, brought
the audience to their feet. The Chicago
stay had been a tremendous success,
congratulations came from thousands
for the "finest Wooster Glee club ever
on tour". Director William DeVeny
was showered with compliments for his
excellent work.
NEW i
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to have Les. Hite's band provide the
music.
Les Hite, who has played in the
Cotton Clubs of New .York and Hol-
lywood, is- - well known for his "fibt"
music' Admission per couple is one
dollar.
World Fellowship
World Fellowship met Sunday,
April 13, at the home of Mr: and Mrs.
G. B. Dutton in the missionary apart
ments.
Jack Strang, the new president, and
leader of the meeting, introduced Mr.
Dutton who spoke. Then George Mao- -
arlane and Glen Clemens, both mem
bers of the junior class at Westmin
ster College, New Wilmington," Pai,
addressed the group.
Sharp's Forum
"Learning Hoy To Pray",' a chap
ter from Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick's
book of sermons, will be the basis of
discussion at MrsWinford L. Sharp's
forum for upperclass women Sunday,
April 20, in Kauke social room. Dr.
Fosdick's sermon "Immortality" was
the topic lasrSunday. "
Df. Buizer Speaks
Dr. Albert G, Butzer, pastor of the
Westminster Presbyterian Church of
Buffalo; New York, will speak at
church Sunday. April 20 on the sub-
ject "Thunder or the Voice of an
Angel". Dr. Butzer has also accepted
an invitation to speak at Sunday Eve
ning Forum at 7 p.m. "
WEITZEL Dry
Phone 260
get - -- :
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'
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the campus when spring comes. We have all the makings for
spring sports, so you can play too!
WRIGHT DITSON RACKETS... .1.98 to 13.75
TENNIS BALLS some are
Others vacuum packed, 3 for. .......l.00
MAC GREGOR GOLF CLUBS 1.99 to 8.95
SPECIAL FOR 10
AIRWAY. GOLF BALL,
.
regularly, 35c now.. ......;... ..29c
FREEDLANDERS
THE COLLIER
BevcrandNortliSts.
-
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Printed and Engraved Stationery
L. C. Smith and Corona
Portable Typewriters
We service all
:r.r',--h- .
College Baritone
Wils Scholarship
At Curtis School
Howard Shaw. '40. sraduate music- -
student under Miss Eve Richmond,'
wont- - a scholarahin to tha Curtis Insti
tute of Music in Philadelphia as the
result of a ' competitive examination
held at, that school, April 8. The
award, for which there were competi
tive candidates from all over the
United States, will entitle Shaw, a bar
itone, to a full year's study
.
in this
institute. ' ;
Auditions were held throughout
the day. Howard was scheduled to
sing at 10 a.m. Results were not an-
nounced until late in the evening. ..
Shaw will be given private lessons
under Richard Bonelli, of the Metro-
politan Opera Company, and will
study operatic composkiona with
chances to appear in school operas
from time to time. The course will
also include studies in foreign lang
uages necessary for operatic work..
dramatic acting, and similar subjects.
Graduated from the Conservatory
last June with a Bachelor of Music
degree, Howard has been a member
of the college choir for the past five.
years and a soloist for the last three
years. He sang the part of "Christ"
in Franck's great oratorio, "The
Beatitudes" at the June commence-
ment concert, and was baritone soloist
with the college choir singing "The
Messiah" in 1939 and 1940.
In Dubois' great Easter number, --
"The Seven Last Words' of Christ",
presented on the campus last week,
Shaw sang' the part of "Christ".
Scheduled for him in the spring choir
concert is the part of "Elijah" in
Mendelssohn's great oratorio, "Eli-jali- ".
Conservaiory-Pupi-ls
Perform on WHBC
Elaine and Ellen Miller, junior high
school students, and pupils' of Prof.
Daniel Parmelee of the music depart- -
ment, will present the weekly broad-
cast over radio , station WHBC, Can-to- n,
April 26 at 11:45 a.m. Ellen
plays the violin and Elaine the piano.
Each will present a solo and the pro-
gram will be closed with the two com-
bining in a duet.
Cleaning Co.
Paul Lamale, agent
courts are the busiest places on- -
25c apiece
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Phone 400
- - -
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